
Your Name_____________________  10th grade   `3rd Cycle Project: “Our Generations” rubric 
 
Your project: To create at least 3 linking .html pages on the theme of “Our Generations” with the following information: 
• Top ten people and events for your generation (with hot links to the sites about those places and people) 
• Top ten people and events for an older person you interview (with hot links to the sites about those places and people) 
 
Most of you have found your information, now it is time to create your graphics  which must include: 
An icon/symbol to represent your project (1” x1”  72 dpi) 
A symbol to represent your generation. The symbol can also be a button to link to info about your generation. 
A symbol to represent the older person’s generation. The symbol can also be a button to link to info about your generation. 
A graphic to accompany the introduction 
    
Content 3 2 1 
Introduction 
to the 
content  

A well-stated clear introduction connects to the 
theme of generations  (which is carried out 
throughout the site). The introduction is “catchy”, 
makes the user want to read on. 

The introduction has a clearly 
stated purpose and connection 
to the theme. 

The introduction is vague. 

Layout The Web site has an exceptionally attractive and 
usable layout. It is easy to locate all important 
elements. White space, graphic elements and/or 
alignment are used effectively to organize 
material. 

The Web pages have an 
attractive and usable layout. It 
is easy to locate all important 
elements. 

The Web pages have a usable 
layout, but may appear busy or 
boring. It is easy to locate most 
of the important elements 

Graphics Each  page has an original animation that draws 
the users attention, and relates to the topic. The  
buttons have graphic elements 

Each  page has an original 
illustration relating to the 
subject matter 

Graphics are missing and/or  
not  original 

Links The linked words and elements are attractively 
designed to make them  more appealing to the 
user. 

Each of the Top Ten names and 
events links to a relevant   web 
site. 

Links  are missing or  don't   
work. 

total    
Score of    12 =Honors 10=Exceeds 8 = Meets     5 =Needs     Below 4 =  Fails 


